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Abstract7

Ship-breaking is a risky, dirty, intensively labour-manipulating and hazardous industry. ?A8

ship?s life lasts for an average of 25 to 30 years after which they are no longer considered safe9

to sail. Each year between 200 and 600 sea-going ships are dismantled worldwide. A peak is10

expected in 2010 when around 800 single-hull tankers will have to be phased out? (European11

Commission Report, 2007). It is only few decades earlier that European countries and the12

United States had the sole authority of both ship-sailing and ship-breaking around the world.13

Therefore, they made profits in both ways. During the last two decades, developed countries14

has lost its sole authority over ship dismantling business because of increasing wage rate,15

increasing awareness towards global environment, raising safety and health consciousness16

among workers of developed countries. A report of the European Commission mentioned that17

?a worker on demolition site in Bangladesh and India earns just one to two dollars per day,18

and employers? expenses for safety and health are negligible; while the cost in the19

Netherlands can be estimated at around 250perdayforaworkerintheNetherlands, and13 in20

Bulgaria (EU Reports, 2007).21

22

Index terms—23

1 Introduction24

hip-breaking is a risky, dirty, intensively labourmanipulating and hazardous industry. ’A ship’s life lasts for an25
average of 25 to 30 years after which they are no longer considered safe to sail. Each year between 200 and 60026
sea-going ships are dismantled worldwide. A peak is expected in 2010 when around 800 single-hull tankers will27
have to be phased out’ ??European Commission Report, 2007). It is only few decades earlier that European28
countries and the United States had the sole authority of both ship-sailing and ship-breaking around the world.29
Therefore, they made profits in both ways. During the last two decades, developed countries has lost its sole30
authority over ship dismantling business because of increasing wage rate, increasing awareness towards global31
environment, raising safety and health consciousness among workers of developed countries. A report of the32
European Commission mentioned that ’a worker on demolition site in Bangladesh and India earns just one to33
two dollars per day, and employers’ expenses for safety and health are negligible; while the cost in the Netherlands34
can be estimated at around $250 per day for a worker in the Netherlands, and $13 in Bulgaria ??EU Reports,35
2007). Lawrence Summers, the Chief Economist of the World Bank in 1992, discussed the economic rationale of36
migrating dirty industries to developing countries and criticised severely. The Summers’ prescription is actually37
implemented through ’migrating the ship-breaking industry in South Asian countries like Bangladesh, India and38
Pakistan where more than 90 percent ship-breaking activities around the world take place nowadays’. when he39
said, if the kids do not work here they will work somewhere else because they have no other means of living. Our40
best friend started working when he was 14 because otherwise his siblings would have gone without food. Should41
he have said, no, just because he was so young and allowed his family to suffer? He worked hard and we are42
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5 A) INFRASTRUCTURAL MINE OF BANGLADESH

proud of him for his strength and perseverance! And has anyone stopped to think how much $1 a day is worth43
in the economy of Bangladesh? Sure, here in the States it is nothing. But there it is a fairly normal wage for a44
day labourer. Our heart breaks for our friends who cannot break out of the poverty that so plague this country,45
but we will not judge them for what they have to do to survive.46

The quotation gives us a bird’s eye view of socio-economic conditions of workers around the shipbreaking47
industry. This is the history of the head of a coin of ship-breaking industry but the tail of the coin is opposite. The48
ship-importers, ship-breaking contractors, groups related to ship-breaking business are making affluent amount49
of capital that is quite unimaginable. ’A person’s family (anonymous) has become extremely wealthy bringing50
ships onto these beaches. He pays millions of dollars for each ship and makes profits from the steel he sells’51
(Thomas Paino’s Corner, 2006). It is just an example and we know very well the people related with this52
business have made huge profits only in 20 to 25 years -a one third lifetime of a generation. Is it possible to53
make this huge amount of wealth in any other country of the world except Bangladesh? b) Objectives of the54
Paper The Ship-breaking industry in Bangladesh is a threat for human and environment but it is a necessity for55
economic development of the country.56

We have visited the ship-breaking yards of Chittagong and were horrified at the conditions in which these57
people work. Sadly, we were taken there as though it were a tourist attraction. Unfortunately, these yards are58
listed as tourist attractions in very well known travel guides. People are quite aware of these yards. They exist59
in many other countries as well, Bangladesh being only one of many. The steel provided by these ships literally60
builds the country and banning the practice altogether would greatly jeopardize the economy. We only hope more61
awareness will be brought to these yards and that health and environmental regulations will be enforced. We62
grew up in Chittagong and used to take a rickshaw down the very road, where the ship-breaking yards are, several63
times a week. To be sure, it is a hard, back-breaking task. But we sometimes wonder when the Westerns get on64
our high horse about $1 a day, and on children working, how we dare judge! We know nothing about that life and65
what it takes to survive. The owner or the ship-breaking company spoke correctly We do not want to jeopardise66
the economy by banning ship-breaking activities, imposing some strict environmental rules and regulations, which67
are done currently by some non-government organisations working in Bangladesh. In our view, abiding by all68
strict environmental restrictions regarding this industry would be a luxury for a poor economy. It would break69
down overall economic development and make the economy more dependent on foreign aid, which would have70
much worse impact than the present environmental degradation impact. Our first objective is, therefore, arguing71
and finding out the necessity of ship-breaking activities in Bangladesh.72

2 Global Journal of Human Social Science73

There is no doubt that ship demolition activities is the most hazardous, dirty and risky job and it imposes huge74
threats to the health of human being and environment. Workers in this sector might suffer longterm diseases and75
the quality of soil, water, air and sea resources must be deteriorated by its chemical, mechanical wastages. We76
would like to briefly identify the consequences of ship-braking activities on workers and the nature.77

Thirdly, we would like to discuss critically the guidelines of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) for78
safety and health of ship-breaking workers; to identify its drawbacks; and to provide a suitable suggestion to79
make it more effective. Moreover, our objective is also to provide some policy ideas that could be considered by80
the policy makers for mitigating the negative consequences of the activities in Bangladesh and other countries.81

We want to organise the paper as follows: Section 2 covers contributions of ship-breaking industry in economic82
development. Section 3 deals with its consequences on human, environment, and natural resources, while section83
4 discusses a critical discussion on guidelines of the ILO entitled ’Safety and Health in Ship-breaking: Guidelines84
in all Asian Countries and Turkey 2004, Geneva’ and some suggestions for mitigating its bad consequences and85
the last section goes for conclusions.86

3 II.87

4 Contributions of Ship-breaking Industry88

We want to start our discussion with the contributions of ship-breaking industry in the economic development89
of Bangladesh -a country, poor in economic condition but rich in total population.90

5 a) Infrastructural Mine of Bangladesh91

The ship-breaking industry is used to be called the ’floating steel mine’ of Bangladesh that has no natural ore92
mine. Around 80 to 90 percent raw materials (scrap iron) of the country’s steel production comes solely from93
this industry. The rest of the 10 to 20 percent comes from direct import, which needs huge foreign currency.94
Bangladesh requires more than 8 million tons of steel per year for its construction activities and only the ship-95
breaking industry provides more than 7 million tons. In December 2007 fines’ ore price per metric ton was $185,96
which implies that Bangladesh would have to spend $1.3 billion only for last year’s infrastructural development,97
which is around 25 percent of the last year’s development budget of Bangladesh and 10 percent of the total import98
expenditure of this country. We would therefore like to call the ship-breaking industry as an ’Infrastructural Mine’99
of Bangladesh. b) Largest Recycler of the World The industry is not only an infrastructural mine, but also the100
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largest recycler of the world. An old, outdated ship is a liability of its owner if it is not dismantled. This101
industry has made it possible by purchasing old, out-dated ships that were previously a liability, are now an asset102
of the international shipping company. Moreover, around 97 percent materials of a ship are either recycled or103
resold to a third party. The ten miles long roadside shops provide kitchen items, toilet items, bed-room furniture,104
drawing-room furniture, all types of metallic products; scrap copper, bronze, aluminium, electric cable, life jacket,105
lifeboat, boiler, propeller, power generator, careen and what not. Nothing goes to waste. Urchin children collect106
even the last drop of oil drips from the ship tankers on the earth and reuse for cleaning different items. The107
industry is, therefore, recycling the world garbage and saving the world’s natural resources.108

6 c) Second Highest Taxpayer in Chittagong Division109

After the Chittagong Port of Bangladesh, shipbreaking industry is the second largest revenuecontributing industry110
in Chittagong Division. Each year the industry pays directly more than $150 million in government exchequer111
through import duty, yards tax, land tax, sales tax and other forms of fees. The shipproduct reselling business112
groups also indirectly contribute more than $50 million in the government exchequer through income tax, sales113
tax, municipality tax and others.114

7 d) The Largest Single Job Zone after CEPZ115

The industry employs more than 30 thousand unskilled, illiterate, manual workers directly to perform different116
activities of breaking a ship. Indirectly, shipbreaking industry and reselling businesses of shipmaterials jointly117
employ more than 250,000 workers round the year. The technological state in ship-breaking yards is highly118
labour-intensive and 100 percent contract-based. Around 98 percent of the work forces in scrapping yards are119
illiterate and has a lack of formal training, and there is no worker welfare union.120
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9 Consequences of Ship-breaking Industry122

Ship dismantling activities are considered as ’dirty and dangerous’ (an ILO Discussion Paper). Moreover, diseases123
related to long-term infection attack the workers of this industry because of the industry depots’ huge amount124
of hazardous paints containing lead, cadmium, organ tins, arsenic, zinc, chromium, sealants containing printed125
circuit boards, asbestos and several types of oils. We therefore should give priority on the consequences of safety126
and health of the workers in this industry.127

10 a) Safety and Health of Workers128

The workers in this industry are very vulnerable and deprived by the ship breakers. They are the least paid129
among the world’s risky and hazardous industries. It is fact that Bangladesh, unlike India, does not even require130
”gas-free-for-hot-work” certification in practice to operate a ship-breaking firm. So the cost of dismantling ship in131
Bangladesh is lower than any other countries; and for the high frequency of lethal explosions at the dismantling132
yards, compensation cost is less in Bangladesh. The Basel Convention -2006 reported that more than 400 workers133
had been killed and 6,000 seriously injured over the last 20 years. It implies that on average 20 workers died in a134
year. At this point, we would like to provide with a relevant statistics of occupational accidents in the garment135
industry -the largest exporting industry in Bangladesh. In February and March 2006, there were four unexpected136
accidents occurred in the garment sector that caused 115 lives of workers and 257 serious injuries. Studies show137
that most of the labour-intensive industries like garment, leather, construction, cement etc. are health hazardous138
industries like ship-breaking industry. When a manual worker can work in any garment industry, tannery industry139
or construction industry, why cannot he or she work in ship dismantling industry? The economic theory of wage140
tells us that the higher the job hazard, the higher the risk premium. The difference between shipbreaking and141
the other industries is that the former does not take any initiative to mitigate health hazards, to raise health142
safety and to compensate sufficiently to the victims but the others do a bit. In fact, we would like to introduce143
exact risk premium in this industry but not to close down the industry.144

11 b) Impacts on Biodiversity145

There is no doubt that the ship breaking activities tremendously affect the biodiversity of Bangladesh. Does it146
not affect biodiversity of any other area of the world rather than Bangladesh? The answer is, yes, it does; and147
it varies in different degrees of precautionary measures adopted in the area where the activities are taking place.148
Hossain (2006) gives detail consequences on biodiversity due to ship-breaking activities in Bangladesh.149

The ship breaking activities contaminate the coastal soil and sea water environment and thus impair ecological150
settings by discharging ammonia, burned oil spillage, floatable grease balls and metal rust (iron) and various other151
disposable refuse materials together with high turbidity of sea water. The high pH of seawater and soil observed152
may be due to the addition of ammonia, oils and lubricants. ?oil spilling may cause serious damage by reduction153
of light intensity, inhibiting the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide across the airsea water interface, and by154
acute toxicity. As a result the growth and abundance of marine organisms especially plankton and fishes may155
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14 A) INTRODUCING WORKERS’ REGISTRATION SYSTEM

seriously be affected. ?.. Pollution caused by ship breaking activities severely hampers the primary productivity.156
Oil floating over vast area inhibits light penetration reduces photosynthesis. ??.. Phytoplankton is the primary157
food producers of the aquatic habitat and plays an important role in the food chain. Phytoplankton is generally158
considered to be the best index of the biological productivity. Phytoplankton makes their food by photosynthesis159
using solar light. Phytoplankton suffers from the reduction of light intensity, beneath an oil film, which inhibits160
photosynthesis.161

Drifting small floating animals in the water body are collectively known as zooplanktons on which the whole162
aquatic life depends directly or indirectly. They are largely governed by the interactions of a number of physical,163
chemical and biological conditions of the ocean. As zooplanktons are very sensitive to the optimum condition,164
the coastal pollution due to shipbreaking activities may have profound effects on its survival and occurrence.165

The bottom living organisms -the benthos play an important role in the food chain (as food of fish) especially166
in the intertidal zone and it is also well recognized that the richest fisheries of the world are closely related to167
the benthic community. The abundance and distribution of benthos is influenced by soil properties as well as168
on the organic matter retained in the soil -the relatively low occurrence of benthos in the intertidal zone of the169
ship-breaking area of Chittagong (Siddiquee, 2004).170

The fishery resources of the area seems to be affected by the ship-breaking activities as revealed by increased171
fishing efforts, reduced species diversity, increased amount of trash fish ??..it was revealed that the following fish172
species were not available in the catch. To make concrete assessment about the status of threatened, endangered173
and extinct species of that area, it needs further research.174

We would strongly support all of his comments regarding biodiversity if we were marine biologists. We are175
positive economists and always try to justify any Volume XVI Issue III Version I176

12 ( )177

impact of an action by evaluating static cost-benefit and inter-temporal cost-benefit analyses. We would like178
to evaluate the environmental consequences based either on ’Hedonic Price Method’ or on ’Willingness to179
Pay Method’ not based on ’Dose Response Method’. We have yet not found any research using one of these180
techniques to evaluate the environmental consequences of ship-dismantling activities in Bangladesh. In our view,181
the opportunity cost of giving up this industrial activity from Bangladesh to protect our biodiversity would be a182
luxurious decision for a poor country. Actually we need to mitigate the environmental consequences as much as183
possible. Conceiving this objective, we would like to suggest introducing and implementing the following policies184
strictly at an earliest convenience.185

IV.186

13 A Critical Discussion on the ilo Guideline187

Reducing health hazards, fatality and injury should be the prime objective of a policy maker if he likes to188
promote ship-breaking activity in any particular area like Bangladesh. Our objective, therefore, should go to189
improve occupational safety and health in this industry in such a way that would not make the industry less190
competitive among the world along with the workers would not be deprived like present time. We should always191
consider the socio-economic conditions of our unskilled and manual labour force as well as their opportunity cost192
and the supply elasticity of this labour force.193

The International Labour Organization (ILO) has developed a policy report entitled ’Safety and Health in Ship-194
Breaking: Guidelines for Asian Countries and Turkey -2004’ in Geneva and advised to implement this guideline in195
all Asian countries where ship-breaking activities have become prospective industries. The fundamental objective196
of this guideline is to uphold occupational health and safety (OHS) in this industry. Not almost all Asian countries197
have followed the OHS rules and regulations from the very beginning of their operations, the activities in this198
industry involve huge occupational risks and health hazards. We therefore need some specific policy guidelines199
to protect workers in this industry. We appreciate the ILO initiative. The guideline is very innovative, effective200
and necessary for the workers in this industry, and all stakeholders in this industry have reached consensus while201
developing this report. Unfortunately, one serious issue, according to our view, is missing in the whole guideline202
that has made it a worthless piece of policy instruments.203

14 a) Introducing Workers’ Registration System204

The missing issue in the ’Safety and Health in Ship-Breaking: Guidelines for Asian Countries and Turkey -2004’205
is that there is no clause regarding the hiring policy of a worker. A licensed ship-breaking contractor can hire206
any daily worker who is looking for an unskilled and manual job without keeping any record of the worker’s207
identification even they do not need to write the name of a hired worker in any register or official notebook. To208
the best of our knowledge, there is no suitable way of tracking a worker’s identification in shipbreaking industry209
in Bangladesh, and no authority is still concerned about the issue and the ILO did so without having any clause210
in its guideline. In any other industry even in Bangladesh, which needs to hire unskilled, manual and day labour211
like garment, construction, mining, tannery and jute industries a worker requires to submit at least a photo212
and to fill up an identity form covering the name and permanent address to get the job. The exception, we213
have seen, only in ship-breaking industry where no registration system is required for hiring a worker. This214
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provision of recruiting workers gives several types of benefits to the employer, such as avoiding minimum wage215
rate and benefits, evading tax, employing child labour etc. We would like to explain how this limitation makes216
all objectives in the guidelines ineffective and blundered. In the following section of this paper, we would like to217
argue logically and clause by clause the importance of worker registration system for implementing ’Safety and218
Health in Ship-Breaking: Guidelines for Asian Countries and Turkey -2004’ more effectively.219

15 b) Shortcomings of the ILO Guidelines220

The clause 3.8.2 (b) says the contractors must be registered or licensed but there is no provision of registering new221
workers in the profession. Using this loophole, contractors take advantages by not reporting occupational injury222
or fatality of workers and also not paying minimum amount of compensation to the victims. In Bangladesh, most223
of the ship-importing and ship-breaking firms have same proprietors with different trade names and licenses. If224
sometimes the shipimporting firms and ship-breaking contractors happen to be different they also prioritise their225
business relations and overlook most of the required rules in the guidelines making some negotiation between226
them to get rid of penalty or compensation for casualties and to uphold their business reputations.227

The clause 4.3.1(e) says that before starting work, employers or contractors should review safety and health228
conditions of the working place by analysing previous data. The employers or contractors have never performed229
this data analysis yet because most of the workers do not have any registration with their employers or contractors.230
The employers or contractors hire most of the workers as daily basis so that they need not to keep health data231
for the workers as well as not to pay any health care facilities or compensation to this casual labour force. Since232
labourers start working on the daily basis, they are not aware of the health hazards of the working place and not233
used to with the safety instruments for doing the assigned jobs. Casual workers therefore want to work without234
using any safety tools knowing that if some accidents happen they would not get any financial compensations,235
or insurance benefits from the employers or contractors and even they would not be entitled to receive any legal236
support from the government police service or any institutional body. Only some lump-sum compensation the237
victims receive on humanitarian ground by the request of fellow workers if the employer would be very much238
philanthropic.239

The clauses 4.3.2 and 4.4.1 emphasize initial review and data analysis to develop systematic process of safety240
measure and occupational safety and health (OSH) policy in the ship-breaking industry but both would be241
hopeless until workers would not register themselves with a contractor or a ship-breaking firm. As a profit242
maximizing labour-contracting or ship-breaking firm it always tries to minimize production costs by exploiting243
its workers if there is any scope. Recruiting unregistered daily workers gives them opportunities to exploit244
labourers where in Bangladesh, the wageelasticity of unskilled labour supply is infinite.245

The clause 4.4.1 is the guidance for prevention and protection of reducing hazards, which is a fixed cost both246
for ship-importing firms and for ship-breaking contractors. Since the ship-importing and shipdismantling firms247
in Bangladesh are small capitalists and their major share of capital comes from bank loans, they are not capable248
of bearing the huge amount of fixed costs to adopt necessary measures of reducing hazards. They therefore prefer249
to pay lump-sum compensation than to adopt prevention and protection measures. These fixed costs are much250
higher than the lump-sum compensation cost which needs not to be paid for each accident. If any international251
funding agency or ship-exporting company supports them to bear a part of these fixed costs this policy guideline252
could possibly be implemented. Had the protective measures been mentioned in clause 4.4.3 (d), it could have253
been implemented if the workers were registered with either a contracting-firm or a ship-importing firm. Section254
4.6 clause 4.6.1 (a), (b), (c) and (d) discuss about the emergency preparedness, protections and safety measures,255
which are possible to be introduced only if the workers are registered as permanent workers in this industry. It256
is feasible to the employers to provide all these necessary trainings to a permanent worker not to a casual daily257
labourer.258

Reporting, recording and notification of workrelated injuries and diseases, ill health and incidences are discussed259
in section -5 by clauses 5.1.2 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), and clauses 5.1.3 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f). All these260
clauses are easy to be implemented by the regular supervision of monitoring authority when the workers are261
registered. Otherwise employers would be reluctant to introduce any of these provisions because of their own262
spending.263

A profit-maximizing firm would never like to spend any additional cost for its workers if there is an abundant264
supply of unskilled, needy and illiterate labour force like Bangladesh. We must bind them to follow this guideline265
by introducing the policy of hiring registered workers in this industry. One might say that this policy would266
adversely affect the huge unemployed workers but our argument is -although it might make recruiting process a267
little bit time consuming, that it should come into effect for safety and health security of the labour force, which268
is not unusual all over the world. c) Some Policy Guidelines for Facing Environmental Consequences269

The above pros and cons of the industry suggest us to go in favour of its existence in Bangladesh. We do270
believe that Bangladesh is the only country in Asia which badly needs the existence of this industry at least for271
the next two more decades. The other large scale ship-breaking countries like India, Pakistan and China -all have272
natural ore mine. These countries can therefore impose ban on ship-breaking industry or follow strict rules of273
protecting environmental degradation. That is why they are sometimes more liberal than Bangladesh. Moreover,274
since the oceanic world is interconnected, one country polluting its sea area can disseminate the neighbouring275
area, which is impossible to be protected from its effects. Thus, even if we are giving up these industrial activities276
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17 E) DEVELOPING GREEN FOREST BELT RECYCLING AREA

from our country, we will not be able to secure our marine resources from the danger of water contamination277
done by adjacent countries. However, we would lose a potential source of our economic development.278

One might get us wrong and can keep us out of this conference of environmental awareness. But we would ask279
for a chance to explain our view to mitigate world’s environmental problems generated from this industry and280
simultaneously to improve socio-economic conditions of a poor country like Bangladesh.281

Most vessels contain large amounts of hazardous materials, such as asbestos (in particular if built before the282
1980s), oils and oil sludge, PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls), and heavy metals in paints and equipments. So283
when sent for dismantling, these ships represent one of the major streams of hazardous waste from industrialized284
countries to the developing world. In 2004, a study for the Commission (DG TREN) estimated that oil sludge285
from end-of-life ships alone will total between 400,000 and 1.3 million tonnes per year until 2015. Of the hazardous286
waste in dismantling facilities every year, asbestos will amount to 1,000 -3,000 tonnes, TBT 170 -540 tonnes and287
environmentally harmful paints 6,000 -20,000 tonnes. What will an old, out-dated ship owner (usually from a288
developed country) do with his liability? Should it be possible to keep all old vessels in museum? After making289
a huge amount of profit, the old ship turns into garbage as well as a burden for the owner and that is why the290
owner needs to pay some cost to shift his burden to somebody else and to remove this garbage from his territory291
as we do as an owner of a household. This is formally called ’Pollutant Pay System’. It is highly expensive to do292
in the premises of the developed world, so poor Asian countries could be the only destination for recycling the293
developed world’s garbage. However, we the poor countries badly need to use this garbage as the fertilizer in294
our economic development. So we are buying their garbage, removing their burden, making their business more295
profitable abiding by their set of rules and regulations, otherwise being criticized. If the Asian countries and296
Turkey made an alliance and we would not have bought this garbage anymore, how would it have been possible297
for these old vessel owners to remove their garbage and clean their air and water? We therefore would like to say298
that we the poor Asian world and the developed Western world, do not have the beggar and donor relationship,299
rather we are development partners for each other. So we need to cooperate each other for the betterment of300
both of our environment and our future. What should we do for saving our environment? d) Creating Fund for301
Green Ship-Breaking302

16 Commission of the303

The International Waste Shipment Law and the Basel Convention defines a ship as a waste if has not been properly304
emptied and imposes ban on dismantling if it is not pre-cleaned. Therefore, the owner of these waste ships is305
unable to dismantle in the EU water territories, hence tries to dismantle in Asian countries where rules are not306
too strong. To implement the rules strictly through all over the world, the Basel Convention -2006 proposed that307
’a future EU maritime policy should support initiatives at the international level to achieve binding minimum308
standards on ship-recycling and promote the establishment of clean recycling Bangladesh needs to take this309
advantage by raising an environmental awareness ’Fund for Green Ship-breaking’. The ’Fund for Green Ship-310
breaking’ organisation could be constituted with 19 The ’Fund for Green Ship-breaking’ would be created by the311
following ways of contributions: 1. The vessel owner would pay the total cleaning cost of an old ship into this312
fund. 2. The four international organizations would jointly contribute the same amount of fund for making the313
earth green. It would not be a burden for the international organizations. It is their contribution for sustainable314
development of the world. The fund would be allocated and monitored annually among the ship-breaking315
countries according to the proportion of the number of ships each country dismantles every year. The more ships316
a country dismantles, the more funds it receives. The ’Fund for Green Ship-breaking’ organization would set up317
cleaning and dismantling criteria and also monitor the ship-breaking countries’ activities. If some country needs318
financial support to develop necessary technological facilities, this organization would grant sufficient loans at319
minimum service charges, directly to the government of that country to develop only those particular technological320
facilities, not any other services at all. The ship-breaking firms hire the necessary service facilities from their321
own country’s resources. In 2003, the UNDP granted $1.2 million for ship-breaking purpose in Bangladesh for322
the safe and environment friendly ship-recycling project (The New Nation, 19 November 2003). The project323
had been completed by 2006 but we can undoubtedly say that not too much change could have been made with324
the help of this huge grant. That is why we suggest creating ’Fund for Green Ship-breaking’ that would only325
be used for technical project development to increase the country’s feasibility of ”safe and environment friendly326
shiprecycling”.327

17 e) Developing Green Forest Belt Recycling Area328

In Bangladesh, ship-breaking recycling area is situated at the coastal area of Chittagong, which is 10 miles long.329
The area is very much suitable for developing forest belt as well. Actually, in early twentieth century, it was330
covered by mangrove forests. The shipbreaking activities and urbanization process destroyed all these renewable331
resources. The government of Bangladesh could take an initiative to develop a ’Green Forest Belt’ in this area. It332
would not be expensive for the government because it has allocated ship-breaking plots for each firm working in333
this industrial sector. The government could impose a rule that each shipbreaking firm must cultivate a ’Green334
Forest Belt’ area of twenty metres width at the front of each firm except the access road by the ship-breakers’335
at own cost; otherwise the firm would not get either recycling permit or the plot. If the Bangladesh government336
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could successfully implement the law, the area would have become the best ’Green Forest Belt Recycling Area’337
in the world. Moreover, it would mitigate air pollution resulted from ship-breaking in the surrounding area,338
which indirectly improves the health standard of the working people in this industry and its neighbourhood.339
f) Establish Green Ship Recycling Research Cell It is essential to establish a ’Green Ship-Recycling Research’340
cell near the ship-breaking area. The Bangladesh Ship-Breakers’ Association with the cooperation of different341
international environmental awareness institutions would finance this research cell. The primary objective of342
this research would be collecting, maintaining and analyzing ship-breaking related data of the whole industry.343
These data must cover workers’ safety and health conditions, wages and fringe benefits, production and value344
additions, environment and natural resources’ information. The cell must have at least one research expert in345
each of these sections. Any national and international scholars interested to work on this field must be patronized346
and encouraged. The government of Bangladesh and the Bangladesh Ship-Breakers’ Association must offer at347
least four post-graduate level scholarships to research in this area.348

V.349

18 Conclusions350

Operating ship-breaking activities is a dirty way of developing Bangladesh by sacrificing huge amount human351
and environmental costs and by depriving future generations. It is the responsibility of current generation to352
provide higher level of income to future generations. Current generation must develop future human resources by353
investing higher amount of money on education and training of future generation. Current generation should also354
create renewable resources for future generation at least the amount of non-renewable resources this generation355
has exploited. Keeping these three goals in mind, we tried to highlight four policy measures viz. introducing356
workers’ registration policy, creating fund for green ship-breaking, developing green forest belt and establishing357
green ship-breaking research institution to mitigate bad human and environmental consequences of this industrial358
operation in Bangladesh.359
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